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Abstract. With a Saturnian magnetopause average stand-off
distance of about 21 planetary radii, Titan spends most of its
time inside the rotating magnetosphere of its parent planet.
However, when Saturn’s magnetosphere is compressed due
to high solar wind dynamic pressure, Titan can cross Saturn’s
magnetopause in the subsolar region of its orbit and therefore
to interact with the shocked solar wind plasma in Saturn’s
magnetosheath. This situation has been observed during the
T32 flyby of the Cassini spacecraft on 13 June 2007. Until a
few minutes before closest approach, Titan had been located
inside the Saturnian magnetosphere. During the flyby, Titan
encountered a sudden change in the direction and magnitude
of the ambient magnetic field. The density of the ambient
plasma also increased dramatically during the pass. Thus,
the moon’s exosphere and ionosphere were exposed to a sud-
den change in the upstream plasma conditions. The result-
ing reconfiguration of Titan’s plasma tail has been studied in
real-time by using a three-dimensional, multi-species hybrid
simulation model. The hybrid approximation treats the elec-
trons of the plasma as a massless, charge-neutralizing fluid,
while ion dynamics are described by a kinetic approach. In
the simulations, the magnetopause crossing is modeled by a
sudden change of the upstream magnetic field vector as well
as a modification of the upstream plasma composition. We
present real-time simulation results, illustrating how Titan’s
induced magnetotail is reconfigured due to magnetic recon-
nection. The simulations allow to determine a characteristic
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time scale for the erosion of the original magnetic draping
pattern that commences after Titan has crossed Saturn’s mag-
netopause. Besides, the influence of the plasma composition
in the magnetosheath on the reconfiguration process is dis-
cussed in detail. The question of whether the magnetopause
crossing is likely to yield a detachment of Titan’s exospheric
tail from the satellite is investigated as well.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetosphere inter-
actions with satellites and rings; Magnetosphere-ionosphere
interactions) – Space plasma physics (Kinetic and MHD the-
ory; Numerical simulation studies)

1 Introduction

With its extended neutral atmosphere, Titan orbits Saturn at
a distance of 20.3 Saturn radii and with an orbital period
of 15.95 days. Most of the time, Titan’s orbit is located
within the outer regions of Saturn’s magnetosphere, where
the moon’s atmosphere and ionosphere are exposed to a flow
of at least partially corotating magnetospheric plasma with a
relative velocity around 120 km/s (cf. for instanceNeubauer
et al., 1984). The stand-off distance of Saturn’s magne-
topause usually varies between 20 and 27 planetary radii.
Therefore, when Saturn’s magnetosphere is compressed due
to high solar wind dynamic pressure, Titan can cross the
magnetopause of its parent planet in the subsolar region of
its orbit. In such a situation, Titan’s ionosphere is exposed
to the shocked solar wind plasma inside Saturn’s magne-
tosheath. During the T32 flyby on 13 June 2007, Cassini
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became the first spacecraft to provide in-situ observations
of Titan’s plasma environment while the moon was standing
outside the rotating magnetosphere of its parent planet. Ti-
tan was located at about 13:45 local time on its orbit around
Saturn. At closest approach (17:46:11 UT at an altitude of
975 km above Titan’s surface), Titan was located within the
shocked magnetosheath plasma. Until several minutes be-
fore the encounter, the moon had been exposed to the rotat-
ing plasma inside Saturn’s magnetosphere. During the flyby,
the Cassini magnetometer detected an almost complete re-
versal of the ambient magnetic field. The density of the im-
pinging plasma also increased dramatically during the pass
(Bertucci et al., 2007; Coates et al., 2007; Bertucci et al.,
2008). Thus, in the T32 scenario, Titan’s upper atmosphere
and ionosphere were affected by a sudden change in the prop-
erties of the upstream plasma as well as in the direction and
magnitude of the ambient magnetic field vector. The purpose
of the present study is to analyze these key features of the
T32 scenario within the framework of a numerical simula-
tion model.

Following Cassini’s arrival in the Saturnian system, a huge
number of numerical simulation tools have been applied to
support the analysis of plasma and magnetometer data that
were collected in the vicinity of Titan. Within the frame-
work of a single-fluid, multi-species Hall-MHD approach,
Ma et al.(2006) succeeded in reproducing the key features
of Cassini magnetic field measurements during the first two
Titan encounters in 2004. Subsequently, this model has been
successfully applied to the Cassini T9 encounter (Ma et al.,
2007), which has so far been the only opportunity to study
the properties of Titan’s induced magnetotail at a relatively
large distance of about 4RT (radius of Titan:RT =2575 km)
to the moon. Another application of the MHD approach to
Titan’s plasma interaction has been presented by Neubauer
and Backes (Backes et al., 2005; Backes, 2005; Neubauer
et al., 2006) who also accomplished a reproduction of mag-
netic field observations during the first series of Titan flybys.
The MHD codes are able to reproduce complex ionospheric
chemistry in a self-consistent manner, and they also permit
a formidable grid resolution of less than 50 km in the im-
mediate vicinity of Titan. However, these models cannot
reproduce any kind of velocity difference between differ-
ent ion components. This constraint is overcome by multi-
fluid models. Recently, the first multi-fluid description of
Titan’s plasma interaction has been presented bySnowden
et al.(2007). However, even this approach is unable to repro-
duce non-Maxwellian distribution functions, such as the ring
distributions that are characteristic for pick-up processes. In
the Titan scenario, these effects may become important, as
the characteristic length scales of the interaction region are
comparable to the gyroradii of the involved ion species (Luh-
mann, 1996; Simon et al., 2007b). The influence of finite
ion gyroradii is covered by the semi-kinetic or hybrid mod-
els, which apply a fluid description to the electrons of the
plasma, whereas the ions are represented by individual par-

ticles. Currently, at least four hybrid models of the Titan
interaction are available: Although the first approach devel-
oped byBrecht et al.(2000) neglected the finite ion temper-
ature of the impinging magnetospheric plasma, it allowed
to obtain valuable information on the orientation of Titan’s
plasma wake with respect to the corotational flow direction.
The hybrid model presented byKallio et al. (2004) was the
first one to cover the real subsonic nature of the magneto-
spheric plasma in the vicinity of Titan. The codes developed
by Modolo and co-workers (Modolo et al., 2007; Modolo and
Chanteur, 2008) as well as Simon and co-workers (cf.Simon
et al., 2008band references therein) did not only consider
the multi-component nature of the magnetospheric and iono-
spheric plasmas, but these authors also accomplished suc-
cessful reproductions of Cassini data collected during recent
flybys. A more detailed comparison of the available models
is given bySimon et al.(2008a).

Within the framework of the present study, we have ap-
plied our multi-species, three-dimensional hybrid model to
the situation during the T32 flyby of Titan, i.e. we have tried
to investigate the influence of sudden changes in the up-
stream plasma parameters on the structure of Titan’s induced
magnetosphere. The results presented here directly succeed
the first published attempt to model ion pick-up at Titan in
a non-stationary electromagnetic environment (Simon et al.,
2008a). Despite having been carried out in the months be-
fore the T32 encounter, this preceding study also contains a
first analysis of the influence of a magnetopause crossing on
the structure of Titan’s plasma wake. Before this study, time-
dependent models were available only for the plasma inter-
action of Jupiter’s moon Io (Saur and Strobel, 2004). The
present paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we give a
brief overview of the characteristics of the simulation model.
We also discuss the input parameters used for the simula-
tions. Since the technique for modeling non-stationary up-
stream conditions is the same as in the preceding study, we
focus on the major changes that had to be included into the
simulation code. In Sect. 3, we discuss in detail our real-
time simulation results for the T32 magnetopause crossing.
Finally, Sect. 4 provides a summary of our major findings
and discusses the limits of applicability to the real situation
during T32.

2 Model description and simulation parameters

The hybrid approach treats the electrons of the plasma as a
massless, charge-neutralizing fluid, while the ions are rep-
resented by macroparticles. Therefore, a hybrid model is
able to fully resolve effects that are associated with the finite
ion gyroradius, such as velocity differences between differ-
ent plasma constituents or non-Maxwellian distribution func-
tions. The key features of our hybrid simulation model are
discussed in detail in our preceding publications:Simon et al.
(2006b) andSimon(2007) discuss the basic equations of this
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simulation approach as well as the ionosphere model applied
to Titan. The initial model considered only one magneto-
spheric and one ionospheric ion species. An extension of
this original model to the case of multi-species upstream and
ionosphere conditions has been discussed in detail bySimon
et al. (2007b). Recently, this model has been employed to
conduct the first numerical investigation of ion pick-up pro-
cesses at Titan under non-stationary upstream plasma con-
ditions (Simon et al., 2008a). This study did not only con-
sider periodic oscillations of the upstream plasma parame-
ters, but a first attempt to model the influence of a magnetic
field reversal at the magnetopause has been presented as well.
The results of this preceding study will therefore provide a
reference for the interpretation of the T32 simulations pre-
sented in this paper. The hybrid model used for this study
has also been successfully applied to quantitatively repro-
duce the magnetic field measurements during the Cassini T9
and T34 flybys of Titan (Simon et al., 2007c, 2008b). Ap-
plications of our hybrid model to the plasma interactions of
Mars (Bößwetter et al., 2004; Simon et al., 2007a; Bößwetter
et al., 2007), of magnetized asteroids (Simon et al., 2006a)
and comets (Bagdonat and Motschmann, 2002a,b; Bagdonat,
2005; Motschmann and K̈uhrt, 2006) have also been pub-
lished in recent years.

Therefore, only a brief overview of the basic equations of
our model shall be given, accompanied by a discussion of the
simulation parameters used for the present study. The basic
equations of the hybrid model read as follows:

– Equations of motion for individual ions:

dxs

dt
= vs and

dvs

dt
=

qs

ms

{E + vs × B} , (1)

wherexs andvs denote the position and the velocity of
an ion of speciess, respectively. The vectorsE andB

are the electromagnetic fields. The ion mass and charge
are denoted byms andqs , respectively.

– Electric field equation:

E = −ui × B +
(∇ × B) × B

µ0ene

−
∇Pe,1 + ∇Pe,2

ene

(2)

where ui is the mean ion velocity. The plasma is
quasi-neutral, i.e. the mean ion (ni) and electron den-
sity (ne) are assumed to be equal. As in general, the
electron temperature in a planetary ionosphere differs
significantly from the electron temperature in the ambi-
ent plasma flow, two different electron pressure terms
Pe,1 andPe,2 have been incorporated into the simula-
tion model. Specifically, a two-species/single-fluid de-
scription is applied to the electrons, i.e. the model dis-
criminates between the densities of the two electron
populations, but both of them are assigned the same
velocity. In our Titan simulations, the first pressure

term refers to the ambient magnetospheric (or magne-
tosheath) flow, while the second one represents Titan’s
ionospheric electrons. Details are discussed in our com-
panion papers (cf. especially Eqs. 4–9 inSimon et al.,
2006b, and Eqs. 2–8 inSimon et al., 2007b). Both elec-
tron populations are described by adiabatic laws:

Pe,1 ∝ βe,1n
κ
e,1 and Pe,2 ∝ βe,2n

κ
e,2 , (3)

whereβ are the plasma betas andκ is the adiabatic ex-
ponent. For the simulations presented in this work, a
value ofκ=2 has been chosen (Bößwetter et al., 2004;
Simon et al., 2006a,b).

– Magnetic field equation: By using Faraday’s law, an ex-
pression describing the time evolution of the magnetic
field can be obtained:

∂B

∂t
= ∇ × (ui × B) − ∇ ×

[
(∇ × B) × B

µ0ene

]
. (4)

Because of the adiabatic description of the electrons, the
electron pressure terms do not appear in this equation
(Simon et al., 2007a, 2008a).

We have considered two simulation scenarios, both of them
basically working as follows: in a first step, the simulation
is allowed to achieve a quasi-stationary state. The upstream
parameters that have been employed in this first step corre-
spond to the situation inside the magnetosphere of Saturn.
After the stationary state has been achieved, the upstream
plasma parameters and the magnetic field at the left-hand
boundary of the cubic simulation domain (cf. Fig.1) are
suddenly changed, representing Titan’s passage through the
magnetopause. Then, the simulation is allowed to achieve the
quasi-stationary state again, with Titan now being embedded
into the magnetosheath plasma flow. This procedure is iden-
tical to the method which is discussed in Sects. 2 and 7 of
our companion paper (Simon et al., 2008a, cf. the discussion
of simulation run #5 in that work).

In both simulation scenarios under consideration, the up-
stream plasma flow inside Saturn’s magnetosphere is as-
sumed to consist of oxygen (O+) and hydrogen (H+)
ions. Their number densities in the undisturbed plasma
were set ton(O+)=0.2 cm−3 andn(H+)=0.5n(O+), respec-
tively. The temperatures are given bykT (O+)=2900 eV and
kT (H+)=210 eV. These values correspond to the “classical”
Voyager 1 scenario of the Titan interaction which has been
discussed in detail byNeubauer et al.(1984), and which also
provided the input parameters for most of the existing sim-
ulation models (see e.g.Ledvina et al., 2004; Simon et al.,
2008a). The plasma impinges on Titan’s ionosphere with
a relative velocity ofu0=120 km/s, the flow being aligned
with the positive x-axis of the coordinate frame shown in
Fig. 1. As for the plasma composition in the magnetosheath,
two different cases are considered:
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u0

Sunlight
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Fig. 1. Simulation geometry. The center of Titan coincides with the
center of the cubic simulation domain, its extension being±7.5RT

in each spatial direction. The upstream plasma directionu0 as well
as the direction of the ionizing solar UV radiation are aligned with
the positivex axis, i.e. Titan’s dayside is located in the(x<0) half
space of the coordinate frame. Titan’s orbital plane coincides with
the (x, y) plane of the coordinate system. All faces of the simula-
tion box except for the left one (as denoted by the red dashed lines)
have been treated as outflow boundaries. At first, the simulation
is allowed to achieve a quasi-stationary state, representing the situ-
ation inside the magnetosphere. Then, the boundary conditions at
the(x=−7.5RT ) face of the simulation domain are instantaneously
modified in order to mimic the magnetopause crossing. The mod-
ified magnetic field vector is then convected towards Titan by the
plasma flow. With these new boundary conditions, the simulation is
allowed to achieve a stationary state again, illustrating the structure
of Titan’s plasma environment in Saturn’s magnetosheath.

1. Simulation run # 1:
Like the plasma inside the magnetosphere, the flow in
the magnetosheath includes an oxygen component of
densityn(O+)=0.2 cm−3. However, the hydrogen den-
sity inside the magnetosheath is about a factor of 13
larger than inside the magnetosphere. The total plasma
density is thereforen=1.5 cm−3. The reader should no-
tice that currently, no definite density values from the
Cassini plasma instruments are available.

2. Simulation run # 2:
We have investigated the case of a magnetosheath
plasma that consists of light hydrogen ions only, i.e.
the heavy oxygen component is absent inside the mag-
netosheath. The total hydrogen density inside the
magnetosheath is given byn(H+)=3.2 cm−3. Due to
this relatively large value for the proton density, the
ram pressure of the impinging magnetosheath plasma
is only about 20% smaller than in the first simula-
tion scenario. Thus, the discussion can entirely fo-
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Fig. 2. Titan’s magnetic field signature during Cassini’s T32 flyby
with respect to the Titan Interaction System TIIS. Cassini’s closest
approach took place on 13 June 2007 at 17:46:11 UT. The magnetic
field almost reversed its direction during the magnetopause cross-
ing. As can be seen in the inbound region of the flyby, the magnetic
field inside the magnetosphere was pointing “downward” with re-
spect to Titan’s orbital plane, i.e.BZ<0. In the outbound region of
the flyby, the magnetic field was directed “upward”, i.e.BZ>0. The
magnetic field data were first published and discussed byBertucci
et al.(2008).

cus on the question of how the magnetic reconfigu-
ration process is affected by different particle masses
in the upstream magnetosheath flow. If a hydrogen
density of n(H+)=1.5 cm−3=n(e−) was assumed for
Saturn’s magnetosheath, the difference to the magne-
tosheath ram pressure in run # 1 would be significantly
larger. Besides, when using a value ofn(H+)=3.2 cm−3
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Table 1. Mach numbers for T32 simulations:MA (alfvénic),MS (sonic) andMMS (magnetosonic). In run # 1, the magnetosheath plasma
consists of hydrogen as well as oxygen. In run # 2, the magnetosheath plasma does not include an oxygen component.

Plasma regime n(O+) [ cm−3
] n(H+) [ cm−3

] MA MS MMS

Magnetospheric plasma (runs # 1 and # 2) 0.2 0.1 1.15 0.82 0.67
Magnetosheath plasma (run # 1) 0.2 1.3 1.88 0.82 0.75
Magnetosheath plasma (run # 2) 0 3.2 1.66 0.82 0.73

for the sheath plasma, the discontinuity represents a
surface of perfect pressure balance between magneto-
spheric and magnetosheath plasma regime, i.e. the sum
of ram pressure, thermal pressure and magnetic pressure
is the same on both sides.

The magnetic field magnitude and orientation have been cho-
sen in agreement with Cassini magnetometer measurements.
The time series of the Cassini MAG instrument (Dougherty
et al., 2004) for the T32 flyby in TIIS coordinates (Backes,
2005; Backes et al., 2005) is displayed in Fig.2. In the in-
bound region of T32, the magnetic field was directed “down-
ward” with respect to Titan’s orbital plane, i.e.BZ<0. In
contrast to this, the magnetosheath field was directed “up-
ward”, i.e. BZ>0. The upstream magnetic field values for
the simulations have been chosen in such way that they
can be considered reasonable approximations to the nearly
homogeneous segments in the inbound and outbound re-
gions of the measured T32 field signature. In both simula-
tions, the magnetic field vector inside the magnetosphere is
given byB= (0, 1.5, −8) nT with respect to the coordinate
frame shown in Fig. 1. After the simulation has achieved its
quasi-stationary state, the magnetic field vector in the left-
hand boundary of the simulation box is suddenly changed to
B= (0, −1.2, 5.8) nT. The modified magnetic field is then
“frozen into” the newly generated plasma at the left-hand
inflow boundary and is subsequently convected towards Ti-
tan by the impinging plasma flow (see also Sect. 2 ofSi-
mon et al., 2008a). Now including the modified field di-
rection, the simulation scenario achieves a quasi-stationary
state again. This final state illustrates the structure of Titan’s
plasma environment when the moon is located outside the
rotating plasma of Saturn’s magnetosphere. Given the pa-
rameters discussed above, the plasma flow inside the mag-
netosphere as well as in Saturn’s magnetosheath is super-
alfvénic, yet subsonic and submagnetosonic. The specific
Mach numbers are listed in Table1.

The simulation approach described above is able to cover
some basic features of Titan’s plasma interaction during the
Cassini T32 flyby. However, the reader should also be aware
that the model includes the following limitations and simpli-
fying assumptions: The model does not consider a change of
the plasma velocity across the magnetopause boundary. Nei-
ther the flow direction nor the magnitude ofu0 is altered in
our representation of the magnetopause crossing. Due to the

numerical difficulties that are associated with the implemen-
tation of outer boundary conditions in Titan simulations (cf.
Kallio et al., 2004, orSimon, 2007, for a detailed discussion),
this constraint may not be overcome by any semi-kinetic sim-
ulation code. In the simulation scenario presented here, the
impinging plasma flow is always directed in(+x) direction,
the flow velocity beingu0=120 km/s. The discontinuity is
travelling into the simulation box with exactly the same ve-
locity, i.e. it is synchronously transported by the plasma flow.
The flow velocity and direction in Saturn’s magnetosheath
during T32 are still unknown. Thus, despite not being ca-
pable of quantitatively reproducing all observed features, the
systematic approach chosen in this paper might at least pro-
vide an impression of several basic effects that occur when
Titan’s plasma environment is exposed to sudden changes
of the upstream conditions. Although it is not possible to
change the upstream flow velocity and direction while the
simulation proceeds, it is of course easy to conduct a simu-
lation that includes e.g. a reduced flow velocity from the be-
ginning. Such simulations of the Titan interaction (i.e. a sub-
alfvénic, subsonic and submagnetosonic scenario) have been
presented in the companion paper bySimon et al.(2006b).
These results will provide a qualitative reference for the dis-
cussion below.

Besides, the simulations presented here do not consider
a difference between the temperatures of the upstream con-
stituents on both sides of the boundary layer. However,
we have conduced careful tests, using a reduced upstream
plasma temperature inside the magnetosheath. We have even
conducted a (hypothetical) test run in which the magne-
tosheath plasma was assumed to be so cold that a shock wave
was formed ahead of Titan. These simulations have shown
that the temperature of the impinging magnetosheath plasma
doesnotplay a decisive role for the characteristic time scales
of the magnetic field reconfiguration process. Therefore, we
have decided to keep the scenario as simple as possible and
not to include a temperature change at the boundary between
both plasma regimes into our final simulations. Due to this
simplification, the boundary between both plasma regimes
in simulation run # 1 is not a surface of perfect pressure
balance between magnetospheric and magnetosheath plasma
(pmagnetosphere=0.8psheath). However, as will also be demon-
strated below, the model boundary between magnetospheric
and magnetosheath plasma regimes has shown to be abso-
lutely stable on the time scales of our simulations. Besides,
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Fig. 3. Run # 1. Flip-book of Titan’s plasma interaction during Cassini’s T32 flyby. The figure illustrates the quasi-stationary state of the
simulation that is achievedbeforethe magnetopause discontinuity enters the simulation domain from the left-hand side. For a cut through
the (x, z) plane of the coordinate frame, the figure displays(a) the oxygen number densitynm,1, (b) the hydrogen number densitynm,2,
(c) the magnetic field magnitude and direction,(d) the oxygen velocityum,1, (e) the hydrogen velocityum,2 and(f) the electric field. The
nomenclature used in the figure is the same as in our preceding publications. This illustration of the situation inside the magnetosphere is
valid for run # 2 as well.

there is no evidence that Saturn’s magnetopause was in a
state of equilibrium during T32 (Bertucci et al., 2008).

In all simulation runs, Titan’s ionosphere is assumed to
consist of three species with representative masses: molec-
ular nitrogen (N+2 ), methane (CH+4 ) and molecular hydro-
gen (H+

2 ). Titan’s dayside ionosphere is located in the(x<0)

half space of the coordinate frame (cf. Fig.1). The dayside
ionosphere is represented by a Chapman layer, i.e. the lo-
cal ion production rate depends on both the altitude above
the surface and the solar zenith angle. The model is based
on a three-term neutral profile, consisting of two (baromet-
ric) exponential terms with different scale heights and a 1/r

term to describe the exosphere. Like the “classical” one-
term Chapman production function, the dayside ionosphere
in the model includes a exp(−1/ cosχ) dependency on the
solar zenith angleχ . Details are discussed in Sect. 2.2 of
Simon et al.(2006b), cf. especially Figs. 2 and 3 as well as
Table 1 in that work. The nightside production profile in-
cludes a dependency on the altitude, but it is of course in-
dependent of the solar zenith angle. The free parameters of
the ionosphere model employed for this study are the same
as in the companion papers (Simon et al., 2006b, 2007b). An
alternative approach, allowing a self-consistent computation

of the ion production rates, has been developed byModolo
and Chanteur(2008). Like our model, this approach has re-
cently been successfully applied to explain some of the ob-
served features during the Cassini T9 flyby of Titan (Mod-
olo et al., 2007). The ion production profile in our model
is not computed self-consistently, but the number of iono-
spheric macroparticles inserted into the box per time unit can
be considered to represent the equilibrium state between con-
tinuous production due to ionization and continuous removal
of ions due to recombination. In other words, these processes
are included in a phenomenological way.

Our simulations are carried out on a so-called Fisheye grid,
allowing an enhanced spatial resolution near Titan’s surface.
The grid consists of 90 nodes in each spatial direction. The
major advantage of this curvilinear grid is that in Titan’s
ionosphere, the radial grid resolution can locally be enhanced
to a value of about 0.09RT (radius of Titan:RT =2575 km).
In the undisturbed magnetospheric flow far away from Ti-
tan, the grid smoothly transforms into a Cartesian grid and
features a cell resolution of 0.16RT . Details are discussed
by Simon et al.(2006b), cf. especially plot 4 in that work.
As displayed in Fig.1, the center of Titan coincides with the
center of the simulation domain, also defining the origin of
the Cartesian reference coordinate frame. The box possesses
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Fig. 4. Run # 1. Flip-book of Titan’s plasma interaction during Cassini’s T32 flyby. The quantities displayed in the figure are the same as in
Fig. 3. The thin discontinuity between magnetospheric and magnetopause plasma regime has entered the simulation domain from the left-
hand side and has now arrived at Titan’s ramside. Note the differences between magnetic field magnitude and direction on both sides of the
discontinuity and the resulting effect on the electric field strength. The original magnetic pile-up region at Titan’s ramside has already been
almost completely eroded due to reconnection. The magnetotail is still unaffected. The draping pattern at Titan’s wakeside is compressed
with respect to the original configuration (cf. plot (c) in Fig.3). As can be seen from plot(b), the hydrogen density already starts to increase
at Titan’s ramside.

a spatial extension of±7.5RT in each spatial direction. Any
particle that hits the surface of Titan is removed from the
simulation, whereas in the obstacle’s interior, no boundary
conditions are imposed on the electromagnetic fields. The
advantages and disadvantages of this type of inner boundary
treatment are discussed byBößwetter et al.(2004) and by
Simon et al.(2007a). Initially, each cell of the simulation
grid is filled with about 30 magnetospheric macroparticles,
whereas in the obstacle’s ionosphere, a total number of 1500
new macroparticles is generated during each time step.

3 Results of real-time simulations

This section deals with the results of our real-time simula-
tions for T32. Of course, the most instructive way to present
the results would be a movie, giving a real-time illustration of
the reconfiguration of Titan’s plasma tail. In a printed jour-
nal, we can only show a sequence of snapshots, i.e. a flip-
book that illustrates the key elements of the reconfiguration
process. Before commencing our discussion, we would like
to point out that each simulation run consists of three ba-
sic steps. Each simulation is initiated att=0. At this point,
the simulation box around Titan is filled with undisturbed

plasma, its composition and velocity corresponding to the sit-
uation inside Saturn’s magnetosphere. The quasi-stationary
state that is computed from this initial configuration illus-
trates the signatures in Titan’s plasma environment while the
moon is located inside the rotating magnetosphere of its par-
ent planet. The quasi-stationary state of the simulation is
achieved after a duration in which the undisturbed magneto-
spheric plasma would have passed three times through the
entire simulation domain of length 15RT , i.e. after about
966 s. About two minutes after this quasi-stationary state
has been achieved, the plasma and magnetic field parame-
ters at the left-hand face of the simulation box are reconfig-
ured, now representing the anticipated characteristics of the
upstream flow in Saturn’s magnetosheath. The discontinuity
between both regimes is then convected towards Titan by the
newly generated plasma flow. After the modified upstream
plasma has fully embedded Titan, the simulation proceeds to-
wards a quasi-stationary state, which is again achieved after
2–3 passages of the flow through the simulation domain. In
the following, we present snapshots of both quasi-stationary
states as well as the (non-stationary) magnetic reconfigura-
tion process that is initiated when the discontinuity arrives at
Titan’s ramside ionosphere.
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Fig. 5. Run # 1. Flip-book of Titan’s plasma interaction during Cassini’s T32 flyby. The quantities displayed in the figure are the same as in
Fig. 3. After the magnetic pile-up region at Titan’s ramside has been completely eroded, the magnetosheath field now starts to drape around
the moon’s ionosphere and the ramside magnetic barrier is rebuilt. At Titan’s wakeside, the magnetotail is reconfigured due to reconnection.
Note especially the newly merged field lines upwards and downwards of Titan (in the “blue” arms of the discontinuity) which are no longer
in contact with the moon’s ionosphere.

3.1 Run # 1: Oxygen and hydrogen in the magne-
tosheath

As discussed above, in our first simulation run, the magne-
tosheath plasma consists of both oxygen and hydrogen ions,
the total number density matching the value obtained from
the Cassini electron spectrometer. Figures3 to 7 provide a
series of snapshots, illustrating the simulation results. The
plots show two-dimensional cuts through the(x, z) plane of
the coordinate frame which contains the upstream flow vec-
tor as well as the major component of the magnetic field.
Figure3 displays the first quasi-stationary state of the simu-
lation, i.e. the plasma environment of Titan when the moon
is located inside the rotating magnetosphere of Saturn. Fig-
ures 4 to 6 illustrate how the magnetopause discontinuity
travels through the simulation domain. The final state of the
simulation, showing Titan’s plasma environment when being
located within the magnetosheath of Saturn, can be seen in
Fig. 7.

When Titan is located inside Saturn’s magnetosphere, the
structure of the moon’s plasma tail features a strong quali-
tative resemblance to the scenarios that have been discussed
in our companion publications. Therefore, only the key fea-
tures shall be briefly pointed out. It should be noted that the

color scale in the hydrogen density plot3b has been chosen
to resolve the signatures that will be visible after the magne-
tosheath entry. Therefore, the deflection pattern that arises in
theH+ density inside the magnetosphere is not visible here.
The hydrogen flow pattern for the case of Titan being located
inside Saturn’s magnetosphere is analyzed in detail in our
companion study (Simon et al., 2007b). As can be seen from
Fig.3c, the Saturnian magnetic field lines form a pronounced
draping pattern in the vicinity of Titan. In the pile-up region
adjacent to Titan’s ramside ionosphere, the background mag-
netic field strength is exceeded by more than a factor of 1.5.
As can be seen from the velocity plots3d and3e, a cone-like
deflection region of reduced magnetospheric plasma velocity
arises downstream of Titan.

Figures4, 5 and6 illustrate the passage of the disconti-
nuity through the interaction region. As can be seen e.g.
from plots 4b and 4c, the hydrogen density at the left-
hand side of the discontinuity is increased, while the mag-
netic field direction is reversed with respect to the orien-
tation in the downstream region. The field magnitude in
the magnetosheath plasma is also smaller than inside the
magnetosphere. As displayed in Fig.4c, when the magne-
tosheath magnetic field meets the pile-up region at Titan’s
ramside ionosphere, the original pile-up region is eroded due
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Fig. 6. Run # 1. Flip-book of Titan’s plasma interaction during Cassini’s T32 flyby. The quantities displayed in the figure are the same as in
Fig. 3. The figure shows another snapshot of the magnetic reconfiguration process. The field strength at Titan’s ramside has almost achieved
its final value. Note that only about two minutes have passed since the erosion of the original magnetic pile-up region had been completed.
The field strength achieved in the remaining fragments of the wakeside magnetic lobes is about 4 nT smaller than the value obtained from
Figs.3 and4. The reason for this is that these field lines are no longer strongly draped around Titan, but they lead to the reconnection region
along the discontinuity. Therefore, the magnetic pressure in the lobe regions has already been reduced. Plot(b) illustrates how the Titan
wake is filled by the increased hydrogen density in Saturn’s magnetosheath. Due to the high thermal velocity, the region dominated by the
newly added hydrogen population does not feature a sharp, but rather a diffuse outer boundary. This can be seen quite well along the outer
flanks of the cone-like wake structure in plots(b) and(e).

to magnetic reconnection. The newly merged field lines can
be seen quite well around thex=−1.5RT line in plot 4c,
above and below Titan. When the discontinuity arrives at Ti-
tan, the wakeside magnetic lobes are initially compressed for
a short time, which is why the peak field strength achieved in
the wakeside draping pattern att=1244.5 s is slightly larger
than in the original quasi-stationary state, cf. plot3c. Af-
ter the original ramside pile-up region has been completely
eroded by the reconnection process, the discontinuity is able
to pass the ramside ionosphere of Titan and the reconfigura-
tion process in the wakeside magnetic lobes commences. As
can be seen in plot5c, there is a certain retardation between
the travelling of the discontinuity through the ionosphere of
the obstacle and its motion along the outer flanks of the in-
teraction region. The deformation of the discontinuity due to
this “sticking effect” in the immediate vicinity of Titan is also
well illustrated in Fig.6c. As shown in the sequence of mag-
netic field plots3c to6c, after the original pile-up region has
been removed, the magnetosheath field immediately starts to
drape around the moon’s ramside ionosphere and the pile-
up region is rebuilt. Thus, the magnetic field configuration

shown in Fig.6c contains four different regions: When mov-
ing from negative to positivex values, at first, the magne-
tosheath region with its undisturbed, reversed magnetic field
vector is passed. In the vicinity of Titan – but still upstream
of the discontinuity – the newly forming magnetic pile-up
region above the ramside ionosphere is encountered. This
region is followed by the discontinuity itself, along which
the magnetic reconfiguration process takes place. Finally, in
the downstream region, the remnants of the original magnetic
lobe structure can be found.

At the wakeside of Titan, contact between the original
magnetospheric draping pattern and the oppositely directed
magnetic field lines upstream of the discontinuity leads to
magnetic reconnection again. Overall, this process yields a
reversal of the magnetic field polarity in the wakeside lobes
of Titan. The removal of the original lobe structure due to
the reconnection process is well illustrated in plots5c and
6c. Near the discontinuity, newly merged magnetic field lines
which are not in contact with Titan any more are formed in
the (z>1RT ) as well as in the(z<1RT ) half space. This
process also leads to a relaxation of the wakeside magnetic
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Fig. 7. Run # 1. Flip-book of Titan’s plasma interaction during Cassini’s T32 flyby. The quantities displayed in the figure are the same
as in Fig.3. The figure illustrates the final state of the simulation, with Titan now being embedded into the dense plasma of Saturn’s
magnetosheath. The polarity of the magnetotail has completely reversed. A cone-like wake cavity is visible in the hydrogen density, as
shown in plot(b).

lobe structure which had initially been compressed when the
discontinuity came into contact with Titan’s ramside iono-
sphere. As can be seen from plot5c, the peak magnetic field
values in the remaining lobe fragments are about 3−4 nT
smaller than in the original configuration (cf. Fig.3c) or be-
fore the initiation of the wakeside reconnection process (cf.
Fig. 4c). Some time after the discontinuity has left the simu-
lation domain, the situation achieves a quasi-stationary state
again, now illustrating the topology of Titan’s magnetic en-
vironment when the moon is located inside Saturn’s mag-
netosheath. This situation is shown in Fig.7. As can be
seen from plot (c), the magnetic field polarity in the lobes
is now reversed. In contrast to the situation inside the mag-
netosphere whereBz dominates, theBy component of the
ambient magnetic field is no longer negligible with respect
to theBz component. This yields an asymmetry of the newly
formed draping pattern with respect to Titan’s orbital plane
(which is defined by the x- and y-axes), as it is illustrated
in plot 7c as well. The origin of the asymmetries in Titan’s
magnetic environment is discussed in detail bySimon et al.
(2007b).

The real-time simulation scenario presented here allows
to determine the characteristic time scales of the magnetic
reconfiguration process. Therefore, each of the simulation
plots discussed above contains a time marker, referring to
the initiation of the simulation with Titan being embedded

into a homogeneous, featureless magnetospheric plasma flow
(t=0). The simulations show that the magnetic reconfigura-
tion process needs to be described by two time scales, the
first of them characterizing the erosion and rebuilding of the
ramside magnetic pile-up region, while the second one refers
to the reversal of the magnetic field polarity in the wakeside
lobes. Our simulations show that the complete erosion of
the original magnetic pile-up region at Titan’s ramside (i.e. a
decrease fromB=Bmax to B=0, thus achieving a complete
demagnetization of the moon’s ramside ionosphere) requires
a total duration of only about 2−3 min. The build-up of the
new ramside pile-up region after the discontinuity has left
the(x<1RT ) half space of the coordinate frame requires an-
other 2 min, whereas the newly formed induced magnetotail
achieves its quasi-stationary state about 3−4 min after the
discontinuity has entered the wakeside half space of our co-
ordinate frame. What should be noted at this point is that
the reconfiguration of the overall magnetic field topology in
the vicinity of Titan takes place on a characteristic time scale
of only a few minutes, and that the simulations show only
a minor retardation between the motion of the discontinu-
ity through the interaction region and the re-orientation of
Titan’s induced magnetotail structure. In other words, the
travelling time of the discontinuity through the near-Titan
region seems to determine at least a rough measure for the
characteristic time of the magnetic reconfiguration process.
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The complete remagnetization of Titan’s ionosphere (i.e. re-
achieving the quasi-stationary state of the simulation) is char-
acterized by only a minor retardation with respect to the trav-
elling of the discontinuity through Titan’s wake.

In the following, we shall focus on the behaviour of the
ambient plasma parameters during the magnetosheath excur-
sion, as displayed in plots (a), (b), (d) and (e) of the “flip-
book”. As can be seen in the sequence of plots (d) and (e),
the discontinuity included into our simulation model does
not manifest in the velocity pattern of the impinging plasma
species. This simplification must be considered a major con-
straint of the simulation approach presented here, since we
have demonstrated above that the convection time of the re-
oriented magnetic field through the interaction region de-
fines a measure of the characteristic time that is required
to achieve stationarity again. However, altering the plasma
flow velocity or direction while the simulation proceeds is
in principle impossible for any kind of semi-kinetic simula-
tion approach, without the boundary conditions imposed on
the outer faces of the simulation domain giving rise to nu-
merical artifacts that may falsify the simulation results (cf.
Simon, 2007, for details). Besides, there are no measured
flow directions and magnitudes available for the plasma in
Saturn’s magnetosheath during T32. However, at the present
state of research we can try to estimate the influence of dif-
ferent plasma flow velocities and directions in magnetopause
and magnetosheath. First of all, in the companion study by
Simon et al.(2006b), it has been analyzed how the signatures
in Titan’s plasma environment are affected when the moon is
exposed to a very slow (sub-alfvénic, subsonic and submag-
netosonic) magnetospheric flow. It has been demonstrated
that reducing the Mach numbers of the upstream flow yields
a less compact magnetic pile-up region at Titan’s ramside.
Besides, the more dominant tension and pressure terms in
the magnetic field equation lead to a widening of the mag-
netic draping pattern, i.e. the opening angle of the Alfvén
wing (Neubauer et al., 2006) is increased (see also Sect. 5
of Simon, 2007, for a more extensive discussion). Based
on these simulation results, we expect that reducing the up-
stream flow velocity at the magnetopause would go along
with an increase of the reconfiguration time for the magneto-
tail topology, the time scale again being roughly determined
by the now reduced velocity of the upstream flow. A more
critical aspect is the fact that the plasma velocity inside the
magnetosheath does not have to be aligned with the direction
of the rotating plasma flow inside Saturn’s magnetosphere. If
the orientation of the impinging flow vector changes during
a magnetosheath excursion – i.e. if in the “worst case”, ram-
side and wakeside hemisphere of Titan are exchanged –, the
originally piled up magnetic field lines may remain for much
longer times than inferred from the simplifying approach pre-
sented here. However, quantifying these effects is far beyond
the scope of the present study, especially since there are no
data available to validate the results.

The motion of the magnetosheath plasma flow towards Ti-
tan can well be seen in the hydrogen density plot series (b) of
Figs.3 to 7. As can be seen e.g. from Fig.4b, the hydrogen
density clearly increases at Titan’s ramside, while the oxygen
density pattern is only insignificantly affected. In general, the
modification of the magnetospheric flow pattern in the vicin-
ity of Titan is rather weak, due to the thermal velocity of
the impinging flow clearly exceeding its bulk speed. For this
reason, the Titan interaction does not give rise to a sharply
pronounced wake cavity or an Ion Composition Boundary,
as they are found in the plasma environments of Venus, Mars
or comets (cf.Bößwetter et al., 2004, and references therein).

3.2 Run # 1: Tail detachment during the T32 magne-
topause crossing?

In this section, we shall focus on the question of how Ti-
tan’s exospheric ion tail is affected by the moon’s passage
through the discontinuity. It is known that in the case of
comets, crossing of magnetic sector boundaries in the solar
wind can yield a detachment of the plasma tail from the nu-
cleus. Within the framework of hybrid simulations, this has
been discussed e.g. byBagdonat(2005). For the Titan sce-
nario, a first study of the influence of tangential discontinu-
ities is also already available (Simon et al., 2008a). In this
study, the “classical” Voyager 1 configuration of the Titan
interaction had been considered, with the magnetic field in-
side the magnetosphere being given byB= (0, 0, −5) nT in
TIIS coordinates (see alsoNeubauer et al., 1984, for details).
The magnetopause crossing had been mimicked by simply
reversing the magnetic field direction from “downward” to
“upward”. This original model considered neither a change
in the magnetic field magnitude nor in the plasma composi-
tion at the boundary layer. The model results had shown that
in such a configuration, Titan’s exospheric tail is re-oriented,
but it is not detached from the moon when encountering the
tangential discontinuity.

The model presented here is more sophisticated, since the
change in the magnetic field magnitude, and therefore in the
magnitude of the convective pick-up electric field, is taken
into consideration. As can be seen from the (f) sequence
of plots in the flip-book, the electric field value upstream
of the discontinuity is clearly exceeded by the downstream
value. For this situation, the exospheric tail configurations
are shown in Figs.8 and9. The first plot shows the stationary
tail structure when Titan is located inside the magnetosphere,
whereas the second one illustrates the situation in Saturn’s
magnetosheath. The subscript 1 refers to the ionospheric
molecular nitrogen component, while the subscripts 2 and
3 denote methane and molecular hydrogen, respectively. The
plasma densities (on a logarithmic scale) are shown in the
first row, while the plots in the second row display the corre-
sponding mean velocities.

Figure8 illustrates the structure of Titan’s exospheric tail
when the moon is located inside the magnetosphere of its
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Fig. 8. Run # 1. Structure of Titan’s ionospheric tail when the moon is located inside Saturn’s magnetosphere. For a cut through Titan’s
orbital plane (z=0), the figure displays the densitiesn and velocitiesu of the three ionospheric species included in the model: molecular
Nitrogen N+

2 (subscript 1, plotsa andd), methane CH+4 (subscript 2, plotsb ande) and molecular hydrogen H+2 (subscript 3, plotsc and
f). In this plane, the particles are moving on cycloidal trajectories, with the spatial extensions of the cycloidal arcs depending linearly on the
mass of the pick-up ions.

parent planet. Note that Figs.8 and9 show the situation in
Titan’s orbital plane (z=0) which is nearly perpendicular to
the undisturbed upstream magnetic field vector. Therefore,
it contains the cycloidal trajectories of the newly generated
pick-up ions. Despite the non-ideality in the magnetic field
orientation, numerous features which we have identified in
the Voyager 1 configuration (cf.Simon et al., 2008a, and
references therein) can be found here as well. For instance,
plots8a to c show the spatial dispersion of ions of different
masses in the tail (mass spectrometer effect, see alsoLuh-
mann, 1996), although not being as pronounced as in the
idealized Voyager 1 scenario. As can be seen from the ve-
locity patterns, at the tail’s flank in the(y<0) hemisphere,
the peak velocity achieved by theheaviestion species clearly
exceeds(!) the velocities of the two lighter ionospheric con-
stituents. This effect had been ascribed to the finite gyrora-
dius of the ions and to the interconnection between different
pick-up species which is communicated by the electric field.

The crucial result is that, despite the more realistic simu-
lation geometry, Titan’s exospheric tail isnot detached from
the satellite during the magnetopause passage. The tail is
reconfigured, in the orbital plane now being shifted into the
(y>0) hemisphere. This can be seen in Fig.8, displaying
the final, quasi-stationary state of the simulation under mag-

netosheath upstream conditions. However, the reader should
again keep in mind the constraint that the model does not
include a change of the flow direction across the discontinu-
ity. As for the overall structure of the ionospheric tail, the
cut through Titan’s orbital plane shown in Fig.8 illustrates
quite well the influence of finite gyroradius effects. Among
the three ionospheric species included into the simulation,
the molecular nitrogen ions possess the largest gyroradius.
Inside the Saturnian magnetosphere, the N+

2 ions are com-
pletely confined to the(y<0) half plane, cf. Fig.8a and d. In
the final state of the simulation (cf. Fig.8), these ions form
an extended tail in the(y>0) hemisphere, with the other half
space being completely evacuated. Due to their smaller gy-
roradii, the effect on the macroscopic structure of the pick-up
tails formed by the two lighter species is not that pronounced.
Inside as well as outside the Saturnian magnetosphere, the
CH+

4 and H+

2 ion populations are confined to a narrow re-
gion betweeny=−2.5RT andy=+2.5RT , i.e. the overall
structure of the corresponding ion tails is not significantly af-
fected. The “mirror effect” due to the nearly complete mag-
netic field reversal at the magnetopause is well visible in the
hydrogen tail structure, cf. Figs.8c and9c. Note especially
that the dark red contour, denoting the major concentration
of hydrogen ions, is shifted from the(y<0) to the (y>0)
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Fig. 9. Run # 1. Structure of Titan’s ionospheric tail when the moon is located in Saturn’s magnetosheath. Since the magneticBz component
has reversed its direction at the boundary layer between both plasma regimes, the tail is now shifted in they>0 hemisphere. The diameters
of the individual tails perpendicular to the undisturbed flow direction provide a rough measure of the corresponding ion mass. The tail isnot
detached from Titan during the passage through the model magnetopause.

half space. The qualitative details of the tail reconfiguration
process, especially the influence on particle dynamics, are
exactly the same as in the Voyager 1 scenario discussed in
our preceding study. Therefore, we have decided not to show
a flip-book of the tail reconfiguration again. Instead, we re-
fer the reader to the discussion of run # 5 in the companion
work. Finally, it should be noted that the reconfiguration of
the tail requires a total duration of about 5 to 6 min, i.e. due
to the relatively large mass of the pick-up ions, this process is
a little slower than the reconfiguration of the magnetic field
topology.

3.3 Run # 2: Only hydrogen in magnetosheath

In the second simulation scenario, the plasma inside Saturn’s
magnetosheath is assumed to consist of light hydrogen ions
only. The plasma parameters inside the magnetosphere, on
the other hand, are exactly the same as in run # 1. Of course,
in the second run, the hydrogen density inside the magne-
tosheath must be set to a significantly larger value than in
run # 1 in order to create a stable boundary layer between
both plasma regimes. The mass density in the upstream
magnetosheath flow is only about 30% smaller than in run
# 1. The key features of Titan’s plasma environment inside
the magnetosphere are identical to the situation displayed in
Fig. 3. After the discontinuity has passed the interaction re-

gion, i.e. after Titan has entered the magnetosheath, the sim-
ulation achieves a quasi-stationary state, which is illustrated
in Fig. 10. The key elements of the magnetic reconfigura-
tion process are qualitatively the same as shown in the series
of snapshots for the first simulation run: The magnetic drap-
ing pattern is re-oriented due to reconnection, at first only in
the region adjacent to the ramside ionosphere and finally in
the distant magnetotail of Titan. The most important result
from this simulation run is that the reconfiguration process
does not only feature a strong qualitative resemblance to the
first scenario under consideration, but there is also a strong
quantitative analogy. The characteristic time scales of the re-
configuration process which can be obtained from simulation
run # 2 are practically the same as discussed in the previous
section. In other words, the composition of the plasma flow
inside the magnetosheath does not take a noteworthy influ-
ence on the duration of the remagnetization process in Ti-
tan’s upper ionosphere, despite the different flow patterns of
O+ and H+ ions (Simon et al., 2007b).

Concerning the magnetic field pattern that is formed after
the magnetosheath entry (see Fig.10c, please note that the
same color scale as in the results of run # 1 has been used),
there is at least a strong qualitative resemblance to the re-
sults obtained from the first simulation scenario. The exten-
sion of the wakeside magnetic lobes perpendicular to the flow
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Fig. 10. Run # 2. The figure displays the final state of the second model scenario, which assumes the plasma inside Saturn’s magnetosheath
to consist of light hydrogen ions only. The figure illustrates the structure of Titan’s plasma environment after the moon has entered Saturn’s
magnetosheath. The quantities displayed in the figure are the same as in Fig.3. Note that the color scale in the hydrogen density plot(b)
differs from that used in the first series of simulation results. The magnetic draping pattern qualitatively resembles the results of the first
simulation run, although the ramside pile-up region is less compact.

direction as well as the peak magnetic field values achieved
in Titan’s wakeside magnetotail are only slightly affected by
the modified upstream plasma composition. Only the mag-
netic pile-up region at Titan’s ramside features a somewhat
different structure. A comparison between Figs.7c and10c
illustrates that in the second simulation scenario, the mag-
netic pile-up region is less compact than in the first run.
When the magnetosheath plasma consists of hydrogen ions
only, a noticeable magnetic field enhancement is already vis-
ible at x=−4RT , while in the first scenario, the magnetic
field increase commences around thex=−2.5RT line. The
absolute field value achieved in the ramside pile-up region
is also about 2 nT smaller than in the final state of the first
run, applying a two-component representation to the magne-
tosheath plasma. This can be ascribed to the slightly reduced
ram pressure of the magnetosheath plasma in run # 2.

Finally, it should be noted that in the second simulation
scenario, Titan’s exospheric tail is not detached from the
moon either. We have also conducted a test run that uses a hy-
drogen density ofn(H+)=1.5 cm−3 for the sheath flow (and
no oxygen). Basically, the magnetic reconfiguration scales
that can be inferred from such a scenario seem to be the same
as in the geometry presented here. However, due to the sig-
nificant pressure difference between the plasmas upstream

and downstream of the discontinuity, the thin boundary layer
between both regimes had already started to change its shape
when arriving at Titan’s ramside. Therefore, the results ob-
tained from this test run may not be fully reliable with respect
to their quantitative relevance.

4 Summary and discussion

Titan, the largest moon of Saturn, orbits the giant planet
within the outer regions of Saturn’s magnetosphere. There-
fore, when Saturn’s magnetosphere is compressed due to
high solar wind ram pressure, Titan might be able to cross
the magnetopause of its parent planet near noon local time
and therefore, to interact with the shocked plasma in Saturn’s
magnetosheath. During the Cassini T32 flyby on 13 June
2007, Cassini became the first spacecraft to conduct in-situ
measurements in such a situation. Titan had left the Satur-
nian magnetosphere only a few minutes before the encounter.
Hence, the moon’s atmosphere and ionosphere were exposed
to a sudden change in the properties of the impinging plasma
flow: Cassini magnetometer measurements indicate an al-
most complete field reversal across the magnetopause dis-
continuity, while the plasma density also increased dramati-
cally.
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Within the framework of the present study, the influence
of such sudden changes in the upstream plasma proper-
ties on Titan’s induced magnetotail has been studied by us-
ing a three-dimensional, multi-component hybrid simulation
model. Since the hybrid approach treats the involved ion
species as individual particles, it is fully applicable to the
Titan scenario where the gyroradii of the charged particles
are comparable to the spatial extension of the interaction re-
gion. The model results presented in this paper are based
on a preceding study by the same group of authors (Simon
et al., 2008a), investigating the influence of periodic and dis-
continuous electromagnetic field changes on ion pick-up at
Titan. In the simulations presented here, the magnetopause
boundary is represented by a thin current sheet, separating
two regimes with different plasma and magnetic field char-
acteristics. Two different simulation scenarios have been dis-
cussed. In both of them, the magnetic field direction is nearly
reversed at the discontinuity, while simultaneously, the field
magnitude is reduced. The magnetic field values that have
been used as input parameters for the impinging plasma are
in agreement with Cassini magnetometer observations dur-
ing the T32 encounter. In both simulations, the upstream
plasma flow inside the magnetosphere is assumed to fea-
ture the “classical” Voyager 1 composition, i.e. the flow is
made up of hydrogen and oxygen ions, the density ratio be-
ing n(H+):n(O+)=1:2.

In the first simulation run, the hydrogen density at the up-
stream side of the current sheet is about a factor of 13 larger
than in the downstream region, while the oxygen density is
the same on both sides of the discontinuity. The simula-
tions show that when Titan encounters the boundary layer
between both plasma regimes, the moon’s induced magneto-
tail is reconfigured due to magnetic reconnection. At first,
this process occurs only at the ramside magnetic pile-up re-
gion, which is eroded on a characteristic time scale of only a
few minutes. Subsequently, Titan’s magnetic lobe structure
is repolarized due to magnetic merging, the total duration of
the reconfiguration process being of the order of only a few
minutes again. In general, our results show that the char-
acteristic time scales of the reconnection process are com-
parable to the convection time of the magnetic field through
the interaction region. During the passage of the disconti-
nuity through the interaction region, Titan’s exospheric tail
changes its orientation due to the magnetic field reversal, but
it is not disconnected from the satellite. This result also con-
firms the findings of our preceding study, which considered
neither a change of the impinging plasma composition nor a
decrease of the magnetic field magnitude across the discon-
tinuity.

In our second simulation scenario, the plasma in Saturn’s
magnetosheath was assumed to consist of light hydrogen ions
only. The simulation results show that the magnetic recon-
figuration process takes place on practically the same time
scales as inferred from the first scenario under consideration.
Overall, despite some quantitative differences in the structure

of Titan’s ramside pile-up region, the magnetic field topology
in the interaction region features a strong resemblance to the
case of a two-component magnetosheath plasma.

Finally, we shall again mention the constraints of our nu-
merical model. The most critical of them might be that the
numerical approach does not allow to consider a change in
the direction of the flow velocity across the discontinuity
without producing artifacts near the outer boundaries of the
simulation box. In the noon region of Saturn’s magneto-
sphere where the T32 flyby took place, the corotating mag-
netospheric plasma flow is tangential to the magnetopause
boundary layer. When the magnetosphere is compressed
in times of high solar wind dynamic pressure, the magne-
topause might therefore be moving towards Titan in the di-
rectionperpendicularto the rotating magnetospheric plasma.
Of course, the velocity at which the tangential discontinu-
ity travels towards Titan (and which is controlled by the dy-
namics of the impinging solar wind) certainly differs from
the bulk speed of the rotating magnetospheric plasma. The
flow pattern inside the magnetosheath might have been com-
pletely different from the magnetospheric plasma character-
istics as well. Despite the fact that for T32 the required
data are still unknown, a hybrid model might not be able
to include all of these features into a self-consistent simu-
lation scenario. The simulations presented here represent a
first step towards understanding the effects that may have oc-
curred during the T32 magnetopause crossing.

Due to the huge number of unknown parameters, we did
not yet succeed in quantitatively reproducing the observa-
tions made by the Cassini magnetometer instrument (cf.
Fig. 2). Nonetheless, a qualitative comparison to the over-
all findings of data interpretation (Bertucci et al., 2008) shall
be given here.Bertucci et al.(2008) prove that Cassini MAG
data show strong hints towards reconnection during the mag-
netopause passage. In the picture drawn by these authors, Ti-
tan opened Saturn’s magnetopause like a comet that crosses
a sector boundary in the solar wind. This strong analogy is
fully confirmed by the results of our simulation study. How-
ever, based on the analysis of T32 MAG data,Bertucci et al.
(2008) also point out an alternative interpretation of the T32
scenario. This scenario does not include reconnection, but
the original draped magnetospheric field lines simply reach
the downstream region by slipping around Titan in the third
spatial direction (i.e. they direction in our model). Our sim-
ulation results suggest that the first proposed scenario, which
includes reconnection, provides a more realistic description
of the T32 flyby.

Nevertheless, comparing our simulation results to the find-
ings ofBertucci et al.(2008) also clearly points out the lim-
itations of the model. According to these authors, part of
the magnetic field signature detected between 17:30 UT and
18:00 UT must be ascribed to the presence offossilmagnetic
fields (Neubauer et al., 2006) in Titan’s induced magneto-
sphere. These field lines originate from Saturn and remained
draped around Titan when the moon made its excursion
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through the magnetopause boundary.Bertucci et al.(2008)
predict a lifetime of these fossil fields between ten minutes
and about two hours. As can be seen in our two-dimensional
contour plots of the magnetic field, fossil fields that remain
in Titan’s ramside ionosphere for a long duration after the
magnetopause passage are not reproduced by the simulation
model. Apart from the unknown flow parameters in the mag-
netosheath, a major reason for this may be the rather coarse
grid resolution of the hybrid model. MHD codes (e.g.Ma
et al., 2006) achieve a resolution of less than 50 km, but
they fail to reproduce finite gyroradius effects. The hybrid
model currently cannot reproduce magnetic fine structures in
the ionosphere and therefore, it does not allow to determine
the lifetime of possible fossil fields. However, the timescales
for the reconfiguration of the overall structure of the interac-
tion region can be obtained from our simulation results. The
time scale on which the overall structure of Titan’s induced
magnetosphere reverses its polarity is controlled by the con-
vection time of the magnetic field in the undisturbed flow at
the flanks of the interaction region.

An alternative approach for the T32 scenario might be the
multi-fluid approximation. Unlike the MHD codes, these
models are able to discriminate between the velocity patterns
of different plasma constituents. Recent advances in multi-
fluid simulations have allowed to self-consistently simulate
the magnetosphere of Saturn with Titan simultaneously orbit-
ing its parent planet (D. Snowden, private correspondence).
Such a two-body simulation might be suitable for the T32
scenario, since the compression of Saturn’s magnetopause
can be self-consistently included by increasing the density
of the impinging solar wind plasma flow without altering its
velocity. However, a model with such a large computational
domain does not only feature a rather rough resolution near
Titan, but any kind of fluid-approach would neglect the ef-
fects arising from finite ion gyroradii. As discussed in the
analysis of run # 1, especially these effects might play a cru-
cial role for understanding the physics of the T32 scenario.

Nevertheless, there may also still be some options for im-
proving the hybrid model description of T32. While being
able to cover finite gyroradius effects, none of the exist-
ing three-dimensional hybrid codes is capable of providing
more than a rather rough and approximative description of
Titan’s ionosphere. In this region, complex chemical pro-
cesses might become important, which are so far only cov-
ered by the MHD models (Ma et al., 2004, 2006; Ma et al.,
2007). Self-consistent description of a possible collisional
ionization source is neglected in most of the available mod-
els as well. Thus, a first step towards improving the existing
T32 model should aim to include some of these effects into
the hybrid approach and then, to infer their influence on the
time scales of the magnetic reconfiguration process.
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